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Congratulations to them but I didn’t see it – Love Arsen 

Venue: The Black Lion, 

Woodcote 

Hares: TT3, C5 

Spurs 

Ms Whiplash Salome (got to get them in first. missed them off last week. boy, were they hacked off!) Desperate Shitfor  

Blowjob Donut Hashgate Bogbrush Fannybag Mother Theresa Lemming Spex LoudonTasteless Quack Shutupwally  

Iceman Bomber Posh Glittertits Pissquick Su (not SixInches. Got it right this week!) Nappyrash Septic Whinge TC 

Swallow Snowballs  Motox Spot Florence Zebedee Foghorn, Justmoist, Packhorse 

  Chelsea 

Cheating Dutch Cap, Cerberus, Premature and dogs Molly and Libby Penny Pitstop Shitshoveller PP and dog Barney Clare 

Hey Babe Big Stiffy Tinopener Lilo and dog Emma NewBoiler C5 C4 Nick Sam Mr Blobby Mrs Blobby Slackbladder Trembler 

 Virgins 
Pete, Katie, Paul a sticky friend of Donut,  

 

Florence rides around on an old C5! Or should that be C5 rides around Florence? 

 

 
So we had to do with Doublecross who introduced my virgins Pete and Katie plus Porsh Paul. 

C5 immediately sprung up and tried to explain the hashing rules. He has never read them and had problems with the F – I knew what 

that means because everyone is always telling me to F off!. 

So with that, bad penny Squirrel also suddenly appeared  and the bored pack was on out where Billy and TT1 soon found one by the  

pond. 

Desperate starting verbal checking(das ist verboten!) by asking her friends Sammy and Holly if they had seen flour and could she 

borrow their bikes to cheat. 

Circumnavigating the other 2 ponds kept the hounds together as we entered the first of some pretty woods. Here the FRBs like Mr 

Blobby Nappyrash and Paul from Oxford shot off in all directions until I spotted a Lemming Lake. But the lad is getting old as he 

allowed all and sundry(well you normally need that after being soaked by the Gollum) past as the hashers pushed deeper into the  

forest. 

Past 2 crashed helicopters which Fannybrush spotted. Next check had all the ladies going to the loo together as Fannybrush 

Cerburus and Molly took one path and Shitshoveller/Iceman another whilst Nappyrash took a third. 

Meanwhile Salome and Miss Whiplash kept up the rear dressed to climb mountains in sub zero temperatures bit like footballers 

wearing gloves on a spring day followed by the portly Squirrel, the sylph-like Trembler and the social Penelope Pitstop. 

 

! 

We were missing our leaders today as Messers Dazz, Morribaby 
and Slimesucker had chosen to go and watch the top match of the day at 
Wembley. 
Nappyrash was sulking as he hadn’t been invited and didn’t ask me for a ticket 
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GT proved he still has a Nimble fed figure by squeezing through a gateway designed for Donut. 

Cheating was then spied doing helicopter impressions and as always taking the wrong route before we had to skirt by some tentative 

mountain bikers who weren’t keen on cycling through mud(Foghorn would never let them on the bash!) 

Then Nappyrash spotted some mobile toilets and commented that the hares had thought of everything! 

I tried to extract some goss from Lonely who was keen on making trouble but he did tell me the sorry saga of Posh joining the skiless 

set who are poles apart from mere hashers. 

So out of the dark woods and down down through fields which allowed the FRBs like Mr Blobby Desperate and the Chelsea loser to  

forge ahead – we were passing a local Blacksmith at the time. 

Many feet then flew through the historic almshouses until we hit the road. Unfortunately this was probably the only mistake that the  

hares made but 2 hashers then ran out into the road in front of the traffic – there was no CARS sign!!! 

Entering another wood Posh tried to pole vault some stiles but she has not quite got the style(no you’ve used that before- Ed) of  

a Trembler or a Honeymonster.. The last red SQUIRREL again was seen rounding up the pack for the regroup.  

C5/TT3s announcemount about the short being half a mile and the long being 1 and a quarter had echoes about that joke involving 

inches but  modesty permits me……… 

One last trick from the hares as we wrongly guessed the trail went through the playing fields resulting in Molly having to be lifted over 

the gate – many hashmen boldly stepped forward when Katie asked for the same treatment – they were sadly absence when  

Whiplash and Salome appeared! 

 “Hashers” were down down to a walk – Donut Packsaddle Mrs Lemming Desperate as the ON IN was spotted. 

Iris took her clothes off and told her special branch story as  she was anxious not to be upstaged by Posh regaling all who would  

listen(Bomber was asleep) about her success at Wednesday Whingeing. 

N.B. There have been a number of complaints that Billy Bullshit is now encouraging others like Shitfor – no names no pack drill to run 

their own trail!. 

Let it be known there is only one Cheating in Berkshire hash.  

ON ON 

 

The Great Panjandrum 

Urgent Notice – New Berkshire Conventions 

When the great Max Maxwell, TA and yours unruly invented the BH3 conventions in 1966, things were different. 

We had just won the world cup and were then known as Hurst, Peters and Wislon. We thought what else can we do with the rest of 

our lives and so changed our names by Graham Poll to prevent identification and adulation and spent the Saturday night carousing 

and choosing the best way to lay a trail. Then there was one trail, no walkers and short and long had to fit concentrically together. 

2 hares could be sufficient. BUT now with separate walking, whoosie and RRR hashes required there needs to be at least 3. 

Therefore by order of this note, I instruct Iceman to insert the following 

1. 3 hares minimum and 1 for luck or to lead the walk 

2. 6 bags of flour required 

The latter has been brought in because Spex leaves it to LoudN Tasteless and Morribaby hasn’t a clue what flour is! 

 

Down Downs – awarded by Motorcross 
 
Name   Reason 
 
Posh   Attending and then falling over at Wednesday Whingers  
 
Mrs Blobby  Making Motorcross move over so she could run on the smooth ground 
 
PQ/Six Cms   Mother not teaching daughter how to tie bunny ears shoe laces 
 
Pete/Katie, Paul  Virgins 
 
C5/TT3   Hares 


